PROGRAM SCHEDULE
1985 ANNUAL MEETING
“TAKING STOCK:
CURRENT KNOWLEDGE AND FUTURE PRIORITIES”
November 13-16, 1985

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1985

3:00-4:20 WELCOME: Austin T. Turk, President, A.S.C.  
OPENING ADDRESSES: STEVEN R. SCHLESINGER  
Director, Bureau of Justice Statistics  
“Priorities and Programs of the Bureau of Justice Statistics: Where are We With Crime and Criminal Justice Data?”  
JAMES K. STEWART  
Administrator  
National Institute of Justice  
“Future Research Directions”

4:30-6:00 PANEL SESSIONS
1. Power, Inequality and Social Control (ADOBE)
2. Extra Legal Factors in Juvenile Justice (EL CAMINO)
3. Criminology and Theology (ESQUIRE)
4. Prevention, Parents, and Juvenile Delinquency (SUNRISE)
6. Drinking and Driving: Influence of Perceived Sanctions (TOWNE)
7. Psychiatric Criminals and Psychiatric Sentencing (PARLIAMENT)
8. Treatment, Sanctions and Sexual Offenders (EXECUTIVE)
9. Dimensions of Criminal Law and Legal Processing (CONGRESS)
10. Issues in Corrections (EAST WINDSOR)
11. National and International Crime Patterns (WEST WINDSOR)
12. Intensive Supervision: The Control/Treatment Controversy (EAST SHEFFIELD)
13. New Directions in Sentencing: Contextual Effects (WEST SHEFFIELD)
14. FILM: Trial and Error (SPORTEE)
15. Violence in Criminal Institutions: The Impact on Treatment (GARDEN SOUTH)

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1985

8:00-9:30 BREAKFAST ROUNDTABLE I  
Sponsored by Division on International Criminology

8:00-10:00 ASC PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE MEETING

8:00-9:30 PANEL SESSIONS
16. Older Offenders and Older Victims (MESA)
17. Policing Hazardous and Toxic Environments (ADOBE)
18. Popular Justice in Prison and Community Corrections (EL CAMINO)
19. Legal Considerations for Corrections in the Eighties (SUNRISE)
21. Ecological and Economic Factors in Lawbreaking (TOWNE)
22. The Implications of Research in Policy Formulation in a Prison Setting (ESQUIRE)
23. Policy and the Costs of Processing Crime (EAST WINDSOR)
24. Women in Prison (WEST WINDSOR)
25. Policy Research in the Texas Department of Corrections (EAST SHEFFIELD)
27. Drug Dealing and Crime From the Andes to the Rock (SPORTEE)
28. Evaluation of Prison-based Drug Abuse Treatment (CONGRESS)
29. Issues in the Study of White Collar Crime (EXECUTIVE)
30. Pornography: Reconsidering American Public Policy (PARLIAMENT)

9:30-10:00 Coffee Break
Hosted by
THE NATIONAL COUNCIL ON CRIME AND DELINQUENCY

10:00-11:30
31. KEYNOTE PLENARY SESSION
    "Criminology: Projections and Priorities"
    Alfred Blumstein, Carnegie-Mellon University
    Gerhard O.W. Mueller, Rutgers University
    Austin T. Turk, University of Toronto
    Marvin E. Wolfgang, University of Pennsylvania

11:40-1:10 PANEL, DIDACTIC AND WORKSHOP SESSIONS
32. Crime Patterns and Criminological Theory (MESA)
33. Women, Drugs, and Crime (ADOBE)
34. DIDACTIC SESSION: Women, Violence, and Law: The Vicissitudes of Victimization - Susan Caringella-MacDonald (SUNRISE)
35. Selected Issues in Domestic Violence (EL CAMINO)
36. Historical Studies of Criminal Justice and Social Control in Europe (SUNSET)
37. FILM: Beyond the Frontier, Part I (EXECUTIVE)
38. Health Sector Approaches to Controlling Violence (TOWNE)
39. Characteristics of Confined Populations (ESQUIRE)
40. Social Control of Women (EAST WINDSOR)
41. Methodological Issues in Quantitative Criminological Research (WEST WINSOR)
42. Beyond Our Borders: Corporate Crime by Multinationals (EAST SHEFFIELD)
43. Violent Offenders and Victims (WEST SHEFFIELD)
44. Determinate Sentencing and Sentencing Guidelines (SPORTEE)
45. Current Research on Drinking and Driving: Taking Stock for Policy (CONGRESS)
46. WORKSHOP: Workshop in dBase III for Criminal Justice Researchers and Practitioners, Part I - Gregory L. Muhlin and A. E. Dreyfuss (GARDEN NORTH)
47. Avocational and Private Sector Policing (PARLIAMENT)
48. Rehabilitating Chronic Juvenile Offenders: Innovations in the Private Sector (PRESIDIO)
1:20-2:50 PANEL, ROUNDTABLE AND WORKSHOP SESSIONS

49. Domestic Violence (SUNRISE)
50. The Case Study Method (ADOBE)
51. Theoretical and Policy Issues in Criminal Justice Processing (EL CAMINO)
52. ROUNDTABLE: Methodological Issues in the Study of Women in Criminal Justice - Merry Morash (GARDEN SOUTH)
53. FILM: Beyond the Frontier, Part II (EXECUTIVE)
54. Cross-National Studies of Victimization (MESA)
55. Maritime Crime (PARLIAMENT)
56. Neurological and Biochemical Correlates of Violence (TOWNE)
57. Taking Stock of Criminology Education: Current Status and Future Priorities (ESQUIRE)
58. The Proposed Expansion, Revision and Enhancement of the Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Program (EAST WINDSOR)
59. Getting Research Funded: The Federal Agencies (WEST WINDSOR)
60. Public Justice: Crime Prevention, Mediation and the Community (EAST SHEFFIELD)
61. Routine Activity and Crime Extended (WEST SHEFFIELD)
63. Violent Delinquency: Patterns and Prevention (CONGRESS)
64. The Criminal Justice Practitioner and the Study of Minority Criminality (SUNSET)
65. WORKSHOP: Workshop in dBase III for Criminal Justice Researchers and Practitioners, Part II - Gregory L. Muhlin and A. E. Dreyfuss (GARDEN NORTH)
66. DIDACTIC SESSION: Cultural Theories of Crime - Dorothy H. Bracey and John P. Clark (PRESIDIO)

3:00-4:30 PANEL, ROUNDTABLE AND DIDACTIC SESSIONS

67. Prison Crowding (SUNRISE)
68. Radical Theories and Court Research (MESA)
69. Current Research on Prosecution (ADOBE)
70. ROUNDTABLE: Strategies Women in Criminal Justice Pursue for Career Opportunities - Brenda Miller, Jill Rosenbaum and Marilyn Chandler Ford (GARDEN SOUTH)
71. Interaction of Biology and Environment in Violent Crime (EL CAMINO)
72. DIDACTIC SESSION: The Role of Explanation and Theory in Criminology - Joan McCord (SUNSET)
73. Policy Alternatives in Juvenile Justice: Arrest Through Disposition (TOWNE)
74. Victimization and Women’s Fear of Crime (ESQUIRE)
75. Methodological Issues in the Study of Minority Crime (EAST WINDSOR)
76. The Social Ecology of Violent Crime (WEST WINDSOR)
77. The Role of Law in Graduate Social Science Programs: A Forum for Discussion (EAST SHEFFIELD)
78. Factors Affecting the Reporting of Official Crime Statistics (WEST SHEFFIELD)
79. DIDACTIC SESSION: Information Theories of Prevention and Detection - Albert J. Reiss, Jr. and Carl B. Klockars (SPORTEE)
80. Fines as a Criminal Sanction (CONGRESS)
81. WORKSHOP: Crime Rates and Lifestyles of Seriously Criminal Drug Abusers - Bruce Johnson (EXECUTIVE)
82. Drugs in Delinquent Lifestyles (PARLIAMENT)
83. Corporate Crime (PRESIDIO)
4:40-6:10 PANEL AND ROUNDTABLE SESSIONS
84. Legal Issues in Court Decision-Making (MESA)
85. Criminological Theory: Historical Roots and New Viewpoints (ADOBE)
86. ROUNDTABLE: The Dynamics of Crime-Related Ecological Processes: Social Disorganization or Structural Inequality? - Robert J. Bursik, Jr. (GARDEN SOUTH)
87. New National Research on Victimization (EL CAMINO)
88. Subculture of Violence; Historical and Contemporary Perspectives (SUNRISE)
89. Victims and the Courts (SUNSET)
90. Citizen Crime Surveys and Public Policy (TOWNE)
91. Critical Issues in Youth Detention Research and Policy (ESQUIRE)
93. Assessment Research Applications (WEST WINDSOR)
94. Resolving Conflicts: Courts, Community, and Media (EAST SHEFFIELD)
95. Designing Out Crime: An Illustrated Session (WEST SHEFFIELD)
96. Transnational Crime and International Law Enforcement (SPORTEE)
97. The Changing Character of Prosecution: An International View (CONGRESS)
98. Dimensions of Criminal Law (EXECUTIVE)
100. Blacks and Corrections: The Black Correctional Administrator’s Perspective (GARDEN NORTH)

7:00-8:30 NO HOST COCKTAIL HOUR
Sponsored by the Division on Women and Crime and the Division on International Criminology (PRESIDIO)

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1985

8:00-9:30 BREAKFAST ROUNDTABLE II GARDEN NORTH
Sponsored by Division on International Criminology

8:00-10:00 BREAKFAST ROUNDTABLE ON ORGANIZED CRIME SUNRISE
Co-Chaired by Ira Silverman and Howard Abadinsky
Topic: Traditional and Emerging Organized Crime in California
Jack Blair, Federal Bureau of Investigation, San Diego

8:00-9:30 PANEL SESSIONS
101. Social Science and the Courts (MESA)
102. Criminological Theory and Theories of Criminal Justice: Interrelationships and Extensions (ADOBE)
103. DIDACTIC: Early Identification and Its Problems - Joan McCord (PRESIDIO)
104. Analyzing Corporate Offenses: Progress and Prospects (EL CAMINO)
105. Neighborhood Watch Approaches to Reducing Violent Crime and Fear (EAST HAMPTON)
106. Predicting Court Outcomes: Promises, Prospects, and Pitfalls (SUNSET)
107. Police and Prosecutor Coordination (TOWNE)
108. Interacting Systems: Criminal Justice and Drug Abuse Treatment (ESQUIRE)
109. Reactions to Crime (EAST WINDSOR)
110. Historical Studies of Crime and Criminal Justice (WEST WINDSOR)
111. Offender Based Transactional Systems (OBTS) and Criminal Justice Policy (EAST SHEFFIELD)
112. Scholarly Publishing (WEST SHEFFIELD)
113. Drugs and Crime: Current Federal Research Developments (SPORTEE)
114. Directions in Cocaine Research and Treatment (CONGRESS)
115. Studies in Delinquent and Adult Female Offenders (EXECUTIVE)
116. Predicting Chronic Delinquency (PARLIAMENT)
117. Preventing School Crime (COMMITTEE)

9:30-10:00  Coffee Break
Hosted by
ANDERSON PUBLISHING CO. and BROOKS/COLE PUBLISHING CO.

10:00-11:00
118. PLENARY SESSION - The Objective of Criminology
Stanley Cohen, Hebrew University
1985 Sellin-Glueck Award Winner

11:10-12:40 PANEL SESSIONS
119. Repeat Offenders (SUNRISE)
120. Terrorism: A Twentieth Century Reality (ADOBE)
121. Victims' Rights: The United Nations Charter (EL CAMINO)
122. Domestic Violence: Issues of Measurement (GARDEN SOUTH)
123. Community Supervision: Trends and Critical Issues (SUNSET)
124. Gun Control Policy and Violent Crime: Implications of Recent Research (TOWNE)
125. Causal Factors in Delinquency (ESQUIRE)
127. International Corrections Research: Redirection of Policy (WEST WINDSOR)
128. Microcomputer Applications in Criminal Justice (EAST SHEFFIELD)
129. Police Perceptions/Perceptions of Police (WEST SHEFFIELD)
130. The Social, Historical and Cultural Contexts of Assaults Against Women (SPORTEE)
131. Research on Factors Affecting the Processing of Juvenile Offenders (CONGRESS)
132. The Internal Dynamics of Court Processing (EXECUTIVE)
133. Problems in Sentencing (PARLIAMENT)
134. Criminal Justice: The Politics of Decision Making (COMMITTEE)

12:50-2:20 PANEL SESSIONS
135. Gun Control (SUNRISE)
137. Social Control Outside the Law: Social Institutions and Social Control (EL CAMINO)
138. Comparative Military Justice: Historical and Non-American (GARDEN SOUTH)
139. Report of the NAS Panel on Research on Criminal Careers, Part I (SUNSET)
140. Violent Crime and Mental Disorder (TOWNE)
141. New Directions in Crime Analysis (ESQUIRE)
142. Patterns and Causes of Homicide: Comparative and Demographic Considerations (EAST WINDSOR)
143. Directions in Offender Rehabilitation and Management (WEST WINDSOR)
144. The Sociology of Law and the Sociology of Crime (EAST SHEFFIELD)
145. Women and the Law (WEST SHEFFIELD)
146. Legal and Moral Dimensions of Police Discretion (SPORTTEE)
147. The Secondary Analysis of Criminal Justice Data (CONGRESS)
148. Terrorism: A Persistent Twentieth Century Reality (EXECUTIVE)
149. Corporate Crime and the Privatization of Criminal Justice Services (PARLIAMENT)
150. WORKSHOP: Turkey, Thailand, and Trouble: International Drug Control in the Eighties - Douglas Lipton (GARDEN NORTH)
151. Bernhard Goetz and Ten Million Other Defendants: How the Press Covers Criminal Justice (COMMITTEE)
151A. Evaluating Legislative Reform: Public Safety and Health Issues (GARDEN NORTH)

1:00-3:00 DIVISION ON WOMEN AND CRIME MEETING MESA

2:30-4:00 PANEL SESSIONS
152. Drinking and Crime (SUNRISE)
153. Economy and Crime (ADOBE)
154. American Military Justice From an International Perspective (EL CAMINO)
155. Work Place and Work-Related Crimes (WEST WINDSOR)
156. Age, Gender and the Seriousness of Crime (PARLIAMENT)
157. Evaluating Police Programs (TOWNE)
158. Gender Specific Elements in the Study of Deviance (ESQUIRE)
159. Public Justice in White Collar and Corporate Crime (EAST WINDSOR)
160. Theory and Research in the Study of Delinquency (EAST SHEFFIELD)
161. Consequences and Effects of Drug Use (WEST SHEFFIELD)
162. Developments in Legality: Historical and International Perspectives (SPORTTEE)
163. Estimating the Size of the Underground Economy (CONGRESS)
164. Fieldwork and Crime (EXECUTIVE)
165. Report of the NAS Panel on Research on Criminal Careers, Part II (SUNSET)
166. Child Sexual Abuse: Recognition and Repercussions (GARDEN NORTH)
167. Blacks and Crime: A World Perspective (EAST HAMPTON)
168. Political Criminals, Terrorists, and Belligerents: Towards a Rational American Policy (COMMITTEE)
168A. Terrorism in America: Current Patterns and Future Prospects (EAST SHEFFIELD)

4:00-5:00 ASC ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING PRESIDIO
4:00-5:00 DIVISION ON INTERNATIONAL CRIMINOLOGY MEETING MESA
5:00-6:00 ASC MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE MEETING ADOBE
6:00-7:00 NO HOST COCKTAIL PARTY SUNRISE-SUNSET
7:00-10:00 BANQUET PRESISIO
8:00-9:30 PANEL SESSIONS
169. Insanity Defense (SUNRISE)
170. Gender, Crime, Victims and Offenders (MESA)
171. Research on Dangerousness, Recidivism, Prediction (EL CAMINO)
172. History of Criminology (GARDEN SOUTH)
173. Issues in Sentencing, Punishment, and Reform (SUNSET)
174. From Juveniles to Adults: The Transfer Decision (TOWNE)
175. Critical and Conflict Perspectives on Violence and Dangerousness (ESQUIRE)
176. Women and Social Control: The Canadian Experience (EAST WINDSOR)
177. Community Conflict Resolution: Police, the Neighborhood, and Community Based Programs (WEST WINDSOR)
178. A Critical Appraisal of Narcotic Control: Current and Historical Trends (EAST SHEFFIELD)
179. Perspectives on Addiction (WEST SHEFFIELD)
180. Are Gangs Hazardous to Your Health? Assessing Intervention Priorities (SPORTEE)
181. Images of Male and Female Criminals in Literature (CONGRESS)
182. International Study Programs in Criminal Justice (EXECUTIVE)
183. Organizational, Environmental and Individual Influences on Police Attitudes and Behavior (PARLIAMENT)
184. Gender Differences in Sexual and Aggressive Offenses (EAST HAMPTON)
185. Issues in Organized Crime (WEST HAMPTON)

9:00-10:45 ASC PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE MEETING

9:30-10:00 Coffee Break
Hosted by THE WESTERN SOCIETY OF CRIMINOLOGY

10:00-11:00 PLENARY SESSION #186
(speaker to be announced)

11:10-12:40 PANEL SESSIONS
187. Prison Management (SUNRISE)
188. Toward the Construction of Comparative Criminological Theory (EL CAMINO)
189. American Violence and Public Policy (WEST HAMPTON)
190. Nutrition and Antisocial Behavior, Part One (SUNSET)
191. Theory and Research in the Ongoing Study of Women and Crime (TOWNE)
192. Police Management Issues in the 1980’s (ESQUIRE)
193. Justice, the Justice System, and Criminal Justice (EAST WINDSOR)
194. Studies in Violence and Sexual Violence (WEST WINDSOR)
195. Correlates of Violence: Issues in Measurement and Analysis (EAST SHEFFIELD)
196. The Death Penalty: Research and Policy (WEST SHEFFIELD)
197. Case Control Studies: An Efficient and Inexpensive Alternative to Cohort Designs in Criminology (SPORTEE)
198. Oral History as a Methodology in Criminology (CONGRESS)
199. Drug Use Patterns Among Secondary Students (EXECUTIVE)
200. Analysis of Trends in Crime (PARLIAMENT)
201. Current Directions in Death Penalty Research (GARDEN NORTH)
202. Recent Developments in Criminal Justice Statistics (GARDEN SOUTH)
203. DIDACTIC: Politics and Crime: An Inventory - William Chambliss (EAST HAMPTON)

12:50-2:20 PANEL AND WORKSHOP SESSIONS

204. Nutrition and Antisocial Behavior, Part Two (SUNSET)
205. Unconventional Dispute Resolution: Voodoo, Vigilantism, and Mediation Programs (EL CAMINO)
206. Violence in America: Historical Trends and Future Prospects (SUNRISE)
207. Research and Policy on Drug Abuse and Crime: Where Do We Go From Here? (EAST HAMPTON)
208. Sexual Abuse of Children: Is Legal Action Appropriate? (TOWNE)
209. Crime, Delinquency, and Development (ESQUIRE)
210. Theoretical Developments in Conflict Criminology (EAST WINDSOR)
211. (moved to 151A.)
212. Methodological Issues in Drug Research (EAST SHEFFIELD)
213. Defining and Measuring Performance (WEST SHEFFIELD)
214. Perspectives on Contemporary Police Reform (SPORTEE)
216. Long Term Confinement (EXECUTIVE)
217. Home Incarceration and Electronic Monitoring: Another Look (GARDEN SOUTH)
218. WORKSHOP: Confidentiality of Research Data: Legal, Moral, and Practical Considerations - Mary Ann Wycoff (PARLIAMENT)
219. The Behavioral Sciences and Law Enforcement (GARDEN NORTH)

2:30-4:00 PANEL AND WORKSHOP SESSIONS

220. Social Control in China (EL CAMINO)
221. The Many Faces of Causation (SUNRISE)
222. The Police and the Community (SUNSET)
224. Victims of Violence: The Aftermath (ESQUIRE)
225. Methodological Issues in the Study of Crime (EAST WINDSOR)
226. Getting Off/On Drugs (WEST WINDSOR)
227. Women and the Legal System (EAST SHEFFIELD)
228. Domestic and Instrumental Violence (WEST SHEFFIELD)
230. Critical Issues in Contemporary Correctional Theory, Research, Policy and Practice (CONGRESS)
231. Studies in Murder and Homicide (EXECUTIVE)
232. Theoretical Analyses of Crime and Delinquency (PARLIAMENT)
233. Inmate Behavior and Adjustment to Life in Correctional Institution (GARDEN NORTH)
234. Correctional Officers: The Forgotten Component of Corrections (GARDEN SOUTH)
235. WORKSHOP: Uses and Abuses of Social Science Research in Criminology Elizabeth Reuss-Ianni (EAST HAMPTON)
236. Police Perception of Rape as Compared to the Perception of Victims and Serial Rapists (WEST HAMPTON)

4:10-5:40 PANEL SESSIONS

237. Studies in Community Policy (EL CAMINO)
238. Delinquent and Criminal Career Analysis (SUNRISE)
239. Policing Specific Crimes (SUNSET)
240. Economic Development and Youth Crime (TOWNE)
241. Battered Women and the Law (ESQUIRE)
242. Victims of Sexual Assault: Treatment and Implications for Prevention Education (EAST WINDSOR)
243. Violent and Other Infractions in Prison (WEST WINDSOR)
244. (moved to 168A.)
245. Drugs and Violence (WEST SHEFFIELD)
246. Economic Causes and Correlates of Violent Crime (SPORTEE)
247. Selected Studies in Corrections (CONGRESS)
248. Popular Justice Under Socialism: Latin America (EXECUTIVE)
249. Research on Community Corrections (PARLIAMENT)
250. Studies in Probation (GARDEN NORTH)
251. Studies of Prison Behavior (EAST HAMPTON)
252. Aging and Crime (WEST HAMPTON)